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John N

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent weapon. Fit and finish is outstanding. Another smooth transaction from Buds. 











Scott W

on
07/18/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










this gun is alot off fun works great 











Michael C

on
09/21/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A great plinker! I put a cheap 1X4 scope on it and it shoots all day long. Take down in similar to the actual HK 94 A3 and cleaning is easy. My one complaint is the fake suppressor barrel is very heavy. I would preferred a removable shroud. But that's a minor issue and doesn't affect my enjoyment of the rifle. 











Matt R

on
01/11/2018




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Fun range toy - real bear to clean and not super accurate. Perfect for afternoons of burning off bricks of cheap Wallyworld ammo, but too heavy and inaccurate for other, regular .22LR tasks. Kind of spendy for a .22LR, but you'd spend ten times as much for a real MP5SD, so there you are. Fun to shoot, and sometimes that's all you need. 











Damiano S

on
11/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This rifle is one of the best 22lr u can get...it feels like and functions like a real mp5 it eats up any kind of ammo I feed it high quality high capacity it holds 25 or 50 If u get a drum magazine..its really fun to rapid fire the recoil is super light and quiet so quiet it’ll make people think the suppressor on it is real...this is the most accurate duece duece iv ever shot put a scope on it and you’ll have the perfect gun for hunting small game 











Michael A

on
05/16/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










If you do not have a fun 22lr gun, then get this. Excellent to shoot and quality made. 











Darith Y

on
09/12/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very impressed with the build quality and it's weight for 22LR. No regrets, and is a hoot to shoot! The faux suppressor shroud finish scratches up easily with tough use (not surprised), but it's not a deal breaker. Highly recommended! 











Santiago M

on
03/24/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Absolutely no issues with this gun! Except the availability of the ammo... But the gun itself shoots anything I put in it. I've shot over 2000 Rounds so far with not a single malfunction. The gun is easy to take down and clean witch makes it that much more fun to shoot. Didn't have to use the adjustment bolt to shoot lower velocity ammo, it shot it with no issues. If you are on the fence about buying this gun I would definitely go for it! I did, and I'm happy I did. 











Randy B

on
11/21/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










excellent reliable, and accurate 22lr it eats fed bulk no problem. buy with confidence. a well made gun by walther. 9.6/10 i would definitely recommend this to a friend. 











Jerry C

on
10/22/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very high quality rifle. The H&K MP5 SD has performed flawlessly through over 800 rounds. Zero failures, even when using cheap 22LR ammo. It's very easy to clean and there is a really good video to show you how on the H&K website. Needs cleaning at about 250 rounds. It gets a lot of attention at the range. I've made a lot of new friends by inviting the person in the bay next to me to shoot a few rounds. One guy thanked me three times. Really cool gun and a lot of fun. Extremely accurate. Unbelievable price. Bud's always gives great service. I had it 4 days after I ordered. 











Karl B

on
10/11/2014




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










The H&K MP5 is a great rifle. I have not shot yet but have gone over it well and the rifle is great quality. Has a quality feel to it and quality parts. This rifle does not even compare to other .22 clones. The weight is very close to that of the true MP5. Got a 25 round mag. too! Overall great rifle, great price. 











Terrell C

on
09/11/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










very accurate.. 500rounds & not a single failure... new favorite plinker!!! 











Claire C

on
07/02/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice gun and shoots great too! Put about 150-200 rounds through it so far between to different days! No jams or anything! Very powerful sound and hits target accurate with little jerking motion in arm! Great gun for target shooting, small, game, or personal protection from intruders atleast 10 feet away. For men and women! Thanks! 











James C

on
01/25/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just received my rifle today. Fast shipping and great people to work with. 











William B

on
10/17/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Painless on-line ordering; prompt delivery (_ 5days); high-quality construction of this MP5SD variant. Has a weighty feel to it which IMHO, adds a nice balance. I fired 150 rds, CCI .22 LR HV, not a single issue. After a few rounds zeroing, I was putting consistent quarter-sized groups in the bullseye @ 15 meters. Very easy to breakdown and clean. Highly satisfied with Bud's service and the Walther H&K MP5; Keep up the good work! Now if I could just find some ammo... 











John T

on
05/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I received this item and have had it out to the range once... At 25 yards, all of my shots were impacting WAY too high, even with the rear sight clicked all the way down. Luckily, I noticed a replacement front sight post in the packaging, although the instruction manual makes no mention of it. The front post installed at the factory had a 1 marked on it and the replacement post has a 2 on it. The #2 post appears to be a good 1/16" taller than the #1, which should bring the bullet impact down, presumably into the proper area for 25 yard shooting. The sight post is simple to replace with just the included allen wrench (I recommend a dab of blue loctite). I haven't been able to re-test it, but if the bullet impact is properly lowered, I will be happy. As noted in some other reviews, the gun is heavy, which gives it a substantial feel in my opinion. Also, the collapsible stock design may be uncomfortable, especially for larger adults, but it is an MP5 replica, so it is what it is. It would be nice if the stock had a bit of drop to it. HK also offers a fixed stock accessory that might be more comfortable for some people. A red dot on a riser would also probably make the shooting position much more comfortable. If you are planning to mount any sort of optic, you will need to install the MP5 rail mount first. The OEM rail is $100 from HK... I'm sure it's very nice, but that is still expensive for a rimfire weapon. All of the knock-off rails that I have researched do not appear to fit the 22LR without modification... except a version made by MetalTac, which claims to fit the Walther/Umarex HK MP5 22LR. It can be purchsed from a very popular online retailer for about $30 with shipping. I have one on the way to test out. Overall, this is not a precision benchrest rifle, but it is a very fun way to shoot lots of inexpensive ammo. 











Jon A

on
04/01/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great little gun. Great service from Bud's once again. 











Bret S

on
03/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Other than a pretty sweet looking gun this thing is very good. It is a very solid (6 lbs) but feels like a high end gun should. Everything moves & fits perfectly. I have put about 200-250 rounds down range so far and it is very accurate although if you try to use the standard sights & have big ear protection on it is a little awkward (not the guns fault) but it is fine if you use small or in ear protection. My wife has shot it & also really likes it (the 12ga Mossy 500 Chainsaw was way to much recoil for her). This as about as much recoil as a mouse fart. Partly due to it only being the .22LR and partly due to the weight. Either way it is a very fun thing to shoot & very cool to look at. As for buds, shipping could have been a little faster BUT with all this gun ban crap at the moment I was not expecting super fast so I'm fine with it. I would highly recommend this gun to everyone and would also recommend getting a couple of extra mags (if you can find any) as you get through the 25 rounds pretty quick. 











Garrett R

on
01/30/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This thing is nice. The build quality exceeds my expectations. Just put 500 federal bulk pack through her with 1 issue and that was probably ammo related as the round didn't ignite. Normally I would have a few FTF or FTE each range trip, but not this time. Honestly I took her out of the box, loaded her up and let her rip. The target I was shooting at was 37.5 feet away and I was making nice small groups while sitting but not resting the rifle. Trigger feels decent right out of the box. The telescoping stock is a little short for me, as I am 6' 4", but serviceable for sure. Magazines are expensive as they run about bucks. All in all I am happy with my purchase. 











Robert H

on
01/30/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very impressed ! Would not hesitate to buy this rifle again,and I may. Solid , has matching serial # on all three main part. Get it while you can. 











Michel C

on
01/21/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Have not had a chance to shoot this yet (market shortage on ammo right now) - so I can only review the build quality. I am beyond happy with the build; appears to be top notch quality. This is the real deal and not one of those junk tactic-cool clones. One downside to this is that the rifle is pretty heavy. The sights are not great but seem functional enough - I ordered and installed the HK rail meant for this rifle instead of the UTG airsoft ones. It cost me 100 dollars versus way less than 20 for the UTG - 100 dollars very well spent - very solid hookup and no fuss. I have a riser mount and Bushnell red dot on the way - I think that will make shooting this a lot more comfortable and fun. I am small guy so I have no issues using the collapsible stick - taller people might look into the fixed stock that you can mount on this - I think they usually run bout 65 - I might buy one of those as well. If you need more mounting points you can get a suppressor ring mount rail for a flashlight/laser etc. So far I am extremely happy bought this - I usually suffer from a ting of buyers remorse on everything I buy - but not on this one! I'll update once I actually put some rounds down range. 











John M

on
01/19/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first Purchase from Buds......I highly recomend them.....Great Gun Very Happy with my purchase. Fun to shoot.....No issues... Thanks 











Don P

on
01/12/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first .22lr rifle and I must say I am very impressed with it. I wanted something that was inexpensive to shoot and, let's be honest, cool to look at. The HK MP5SD .22lr does not disappoint from both perspectives. It has a very solid feel and heavy enough to not be mistaken as a toy. Just a few cons: 1) The magazine has a little cheap feel, but it is serviceable; 2) The safety is plastic and does not give me a positive feeling, and; 3) the charging handle end is plastic and worries me that it may break off. But, this is a .22lr so it will not be getting beat up with large recoil so it may be ok over time. Went to the range today and was very impressed with the accuracy - stunned is probably a better word. You can easily shoot through the same holes with just the iron sights. I may have to put a small scope or red dot on it as well. No jams, FTEs/FTFs or anything. Put 100 rounds through it for testing. As you would expect, no recoil to speak of, very quiet and, again, dead on accurate. Magazine loading is a little tricky, but just takes some time to get used to. You definitely will want to buy an extra mag. I spent way too much time loading mags at the range. Overall, a nice weapon and loads of fun to shoot. Ordered on 12/18/12, went into processing on 12/19/12, went into shipping on 1/2/13 (although, I had to call to get it moved into shipping) and shipped on 1/7/13. Bud's was upfront and said there would be delays until after the holidays, so I guess I can understand that . 











William P

on
12/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What an awesome rifle! I got it yesterday and put about 200 rds thru it today and it was very accurate once I got it sighted in, and I had no ftf's or malfunctions of any kind, and I was using inexpensive bulk ammo by Armscor. I would venture to say that a person would have a hard time finding a rifle that is more fun to shoot anywhere! Very quiet and easy to shoot, as well as clean! Very high quality fit and finish! The only thing I wish is that it would've come with a case, I had seen some advertised with a case on the Umarex website, but this one just came in a cardboard box, which is ok, but the HK 416 pistol came with the nicest case, and I ordered them together. I guess this rifle just doesn't come with one! Nevertheless this is an amazing buy and get one if you are thinking about it! Buds was good as usual! 











Cameron S

on
12/12/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun, well made and great job by Buds. 3rd gun from Buds and i will be getting more! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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